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for such breaking, can be copiously produced at the LHC through the Higgs portal in the
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Higgs h → ∆∆ → 4N decay. The latter features tri- and quad same-sign lepton final

states that break lepton number by four units and have no significant background. In

both cases up to four displaced vertices may be present and their displacement may serve

as a discriminating variable. The backgrounds at the LHC, including the jet fake rate,

are estimated and the resulting sensitivity to the Left-Right breaking scale extends well

beyond 10 TeV. In addition, sub-dominant radiative modes are surveyed: the γγ, Zγ and

lepton flavour violating ones. Finally, prospects for ∆ signals at future e+e− colliders are
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1 Introduction

An attractive feature of the Standard model (SM) is the economy of the Higgs mecha-

nism [1–3] that simultaneously provides spontaneous origin of gauge boson and charged

fermion masses [4] such that

Γh→ff ∝ m
2
f . (1.1)

This picture has now been successfully confirmed by the LHC, apart from the first two

generations of fermions [5]. The success of the SM may suggest that perhaps the masses

of all fundamental particles, including neutrinos, are protected by a gauge symmetry and

get generated through spontaneous breaking.

Despite the success of the SM, the description of weak interactions is glaringly asym-

metric and neutrinos are massless. Left-Right (LR) symmetric theories [6–8] remove both

deficiencies. Parity is broken spontaneously [9, 10] and the minimal LR symmetric model

(LRSM) [11, 12] generates the Majorana mass [13] for the right-handed (RH) neutrino N
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through spontaneous breaking of SU(2)R. Furthermore, the LRSM naturally explains the

lightness of left-handed neutrinos via the celebrated see-saw mechanism [11, 12, 14–17]

Mν = −MT
D M−1

N MD. (1.2)

The neutrino Dirac mass MD is generated by the SM-like Higgs and in direct analogy, a

“Majorana” Higgs ∆ provides the Majorana mass MN from its condensate. Therefore, as

with the prediction of the SM in (1.1), one would like to observe

Γ∆→NN ∝ m2
N , (1.3)

as a proof of the spontaneous generation of heavy neutrino mass. This would be a significant

step towards the complete determination of neutrino mass origin.

While the see-saw in (1.2) is clearly appealing because light neutrino mass matrix Mν

becomes suppressed in the presence of heavy neutrinos, it also complicates the assessment

of the nature of mass origin. One may conceivably use colliders to determine the MN , either

through the ‘golden’ heavy neutrino channel as proposed by Keung and Senjanović (KS) [18]

that is being actively searched for at the LHC [19–28], or via the “Majorana” Higgs decays

in (1.3) discussed here. An observation of either one would clearly signal lepton number

violation (LNV) at colliders and reveal the Majorana nature of heavy neutrinos. Together

with the information from neutrinoless double beta (0ν2β) decay [29–31] it may thus be

possible to reconstruct MN [32, 33].

In contrast to the SM, where the Dirac mass of charged fermions is uniquely deter-

mined, the MD in the seesaw (1.2) cannot be unambiguously computed [34], due to the

quadratic nature of the seesaw matrix equation, even if MN and Mν were known from

colliders and neutrino oscillations, respectively. In the LRSM this becomes possible thanks

to restoration of parity that removes the ambiguity in the Dirac mass matrix. Thus, MD

is predicted [35] and testable in sub-dominant decays of N [35], searches in W [36–38],

h [39, 40], the electron EDM [35, 41] and 0ν2β [35, 42, 43].

In the context of the LRSM, other low energy processes in the quark flavor sector

played an important role in the past [44–52] by setting a lower limit on the LR scale.

Recent updates of K and B oscillations [53], together with CP-odd ε, ε′ [51, 52] and the

neutron EDM [54], converged on a lower limit of MWR
& 3 TeV, barring the issue of strong

CP [54].

Flavor changing processes have a significant impact on the Higgs sector of the min-

imal model, in particular on the flavor-changing scalar of the bi-doublet that needs to

be heavy [55], beyond the reach of the LHC but potentially accessible to a 100 TeV ma-

chine [56]. The required large mass may cause issues with perturbativity and unitarity

that results in a lower bound on the mass of WR and some of the triplet scalar components

in the LRSM [57]. However, the neutral component of the RH triplet is not affected and

since it is a SM singlet, its mass can safely be below the TeV scale. This is precisely the

region of interest for determination of spontaneous origin of MN , which is the subject of

this work.

The RH triplet Higgs as the source of spontaneous mass origin for heavy neutrinos

within the minimal LRSM was proposed in [11, 12]. Phenomenological collider studies of
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the Higgs sector in the LRSM was sketched in [58, 59], where decays to heavy neutrinos

were pointed out for both the RH triplet and the SM Higgs. Higgs decay to heavy sterile

neutrinos was mentioned also in [60] and analyzed in [61, 62] with effective operators.

Recently, a more detailed collider study of the LNV decays of the SM Higgs to NN within

the LRSM was done in [63]. Here, we extend the analysis to the phenomenology of the

RH triplet at colliders: section 2 gives a short review of LRSM features, the decay and

production channels of the Higgses of interest are computed in section 3 and section 4. The

section 5 discusses signals and backgrounds at the LHC while section 6 gives an outlook on

e+e− machines. We conclude in section 7 and leave details the discussion on triple Higgs

vertices, loop functions and jet fakes for appendices.

2 The minimal Left-Right model

The minimal LR symmetric model (LRSM) [11, 12, 29] is based on the gauge group

SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L, with an additional discrete symmetry that may be gen-

eralized parity P or charge conjugation C. The fermions belong to LR doublets of quarks

QTL,R = (u, d)L,R and leptons LTL,R = (ν, `)L,R, while the Higgs sector consists of a bi-

doublet φ(2, 2, 0) and two LR symmetric triplets ∆L = (3, 1, 2) and ∆R = (1, 3, 2). The

latter is the RH triplet and its fields are denoted as

∆R ≡

(
∆+
R/
√

2 ∆++
R

∆0
R + vR −∆+

R/
√

2

)
. (2.1)

The vR vev is predominantly responsible for the breaking of SU(2)R, thus the real part of

∆0
R is the Higgs of the LRSM and its couplings to gauge bosons and RH neutrinos determine

their masses. In the minimal model with parity broken at low scales gR ' gL ≡ g and

MWR
= g vR, MZLR '

√
3MWR

. (2.2)

The Yukawa Majorana terms that couple leptons to triplets give masses to heavy Majorana

neutrinos N [29]

LY∆
= Y∆L

T
RC∆RLR + h.c., such that MN = 2vRY∆ = VRmNV

T
R , (2.3)

where mN is diagonal and VR is the RH analog of the PMNS matrix. It determines

the flavor structure of leptonic SU(2)R gauge interactions and Yukawa couplings with the

triplets, relevant for lepton flavor violating (LFV) decays.

The second step of breaking the SU(2)L is completed by the vev of the bi-doublet

〈φ〉 =

(
v1 0

0 v2 e
iα

)
and φ =

(
φ0

1 + v1 φ+
2

φ−1 φ0
2 + v2 e

iα

)
, (2.4)

and gives the fermions their Dirac masses [6–10, 29, 35, 50]. The neutral field components

of φ, in particular the SM-like Higgs, can mix with ∆0, which is the real part of ∆0
R. The

mixings with ∆L are suppressed by the small 〈∆L〉 ∝ v2/vR, and the mixing with the heavy
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Flavor-Changing (FC) scalar H is phenomenologically constrained by flavor physics [57].

Therefore, it is sensible to reduce the mass matrix to the 2 × 2 case involving only the

SM-like Higgs h and the triplet-like ∆.(
h

∆

)
=

(
cθ sθ
−sθ cθ

)(
h0

∆0

)
, (2.5)

where h0 = re φ0
1

(
v1
v

)
+ re φ0

2

(
v2
v

)
, sθ = sin θ, cθ = cos θ is the mixing angle. One should

keep in mind the existing constraints on the allowed mixing with the SM Higgs. To a good

approximation, ∆ behaves as a SM singlet, therefore the studies in [64, 65] apply. The

allowed mixing angle depends on m∆ and one has typically sθ < 0.2–0.4 for the mass range

under consideration in this work, while future prospects are discussed in [66].

For the sake of illustration, we give the expression of the LRSM potential parameters

(see [57] and references therein for the definition of the LRSM potential), in terms of the

h and ∆ masses and mixing θ in the limit of vanishing mixing with the heavy FC Higgses

λ1 =
m2
hc

2
θ +m2

∆s
2
θ

4 v2
+ s2

β (2λ2 + λ3) , ρ1 =
m2

∆c
2
θ +m2

hs
2
θ

4 v2
R

, (2.6)

α1 =
s2θcθ(m

2
∆ −m2

h)

4 v vR
+ s2

β

(
m2
H − 4v2c2

β (2λ2 + λ3)

v2
R

)
. (2.7)

where tβ/2 = tan(β/2) ≡ v2/v1. Because in general ∆ receives its mass from vR, the

relevant couplings ρ1 and α1 turn out to be small in the range of masses relevant for this

work, i.e. m∆ . 200 GeV; see appendix A for complete details.

In this particular limit the h − ∆ tri-linear couplings are unambiguously determined

by the masses of h and ∆, the mixing angle sθ and the LR scale. Such a formulation is

especially convenient for phenomenological studies because there is no need to worry about

inter-dependencies of LRSM potential parameters responsible for the production and decay

rates. The expressions are collected in the appendix A including the formulae for small

non-vanishing ∆−H mixing.

3 Decay modes of Higgses

The h and ∆ decay modes to fermionic and bosonic final states are described in the following

sub-sections. The branching ratios of ∆ are collected in figure 1.

3.1 Decays to fermions

The tree-level coupling of ∆ to Majorana neutrinos come from the Yukawa term in (2.3).

Since ∆R is responsible for spontaneous breaking, its coupling to a pair of Ns is flavor

diagonal in the mass basis and proportional to diag(mNi) (henceforth we drop the family

index for clarity). This is the essence of the heavy neutrino Higgs mechanism one would

like to test. Specifically, it leads to decay rates

Γ∆→NN = c2
θ

αw
8
m∆

(
mN

MWR

)2

β
3/2
∆N , Γh→NN = s2

θ

αw
8
mh

(
mN

MWR

)2

β
3/2
hN , (3.1)
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Figure 1. Left: branching ratios of ∆ to a pair of Majorana neutrinos (green) with mN = 45 GeV,

pairs of Higgses (red) and other SM particles in grey, γγ in pink and Zγ in purple. The shaded

areas cover the variation of sθ from 5% in dashed lines to 10% in solid ones. Right: regions of

appreciable branching ratio to N (Br∆→NN > 5 %) for sθ = 5, 10 and 20%; in both cases MWR
is

fixed at 4 TeV, mH = 17 TeV and r++ = 0.3 (see appendix). The dashed lines show the lifetime of

N in the lab frame, taking into account the mean boost of N at
√
s = 13 TeV.

where a factor of 2 in the amplitude is due to the Majorana nature of N and 1/2 for the

same final state particles, with βiN = 1− (2mN/mi)
2 and αw = g2/(4π). Apart from the

NN channel, the two body decay rates

Γ∆→ff = s2
θ Γh→ff (mh → m∆, sθ = 0) (3.2)

to SM fermions (f) open up when the Higgs mixing is present. For m∆ < 10 GeV, these

lead to displaced vertices of pairs of SM fermions [67, 68].

In order to probe and ultimately determine the origin of heavy neutrino mass, the

Br∆→NN should be appreciable. Its behaviour can be understood from figure 1. As long as

2mN < m∆ and ∆ is below the V V threshold, the NN final state dominates in proportion

to cθ. The region on the right panel of figure 1 therefore defines the parameter space of

interest for collider studies performed in section 5.

Lepton flavor violating decays. At one loop, the heavy neutrinos and doubly charged

scalars1 mediate lepton flavor violating (LFV) decays

Γ∆→`±i `
∓
j

=
m∆

8π

( αw
16π

)2
∣∣∣∣∣MNM

†
N

M2
WR

∣∣∣∣∣
2

ij

∣∣∣f̃(β∆)
∣∣∣2
miv∆∆++

R ∆−−
R

m2
∆++
R

2

, (3.3)

with β∆ = (2m∆++
R
/m∆)2 and the triple Higgs coupling v∆∆++

R ∆−−
R

shown in (A.11), while

the loop function f̃ can be found in (B.8) of appendix B. It turns out that the vh∆++
R ∆−−

R

1Here we focused on the dominant mode mediated by ∆++
R ; the LFV-γγ interplay and the conclusions

are the same if WR loops are also taken into account.
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in (A.10) is determined by the same parameters as v∆∆++
R ∆−−

R
but is also further constrained

by the h→ γγ data that sets the lower bound on m∆++
R

& 1 TeV [57].

The flavor structure of ∆, N and leptonic flavor violating decays below is determined

by the heavy neutrino Majorana mass matrix MN . It sets the ∆++
R (and WR) amplitudes

for ∆ decay and also governs low energy processes. In particular, the `→ 3`′ [30, 31, 69, 70]

and `→ `′γ rates are

Γ`i→`jγ '
α2
w

36π

m5
i

m4
∆++
R

α

16π

∣∣∣∣∣MNM
†
N

M2
WR

∣∣∣∣∣
2

ij

, Γ`i→3`j '
α2
w

36π

m5
i

m4
∆++
R

3

64

∣∣∣∣∣MNijM
∗
Njj

M2
WR

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.4)

It turns out that due to the chirality flipping and current constraints on radiative `i → `jγ

decays, the LFV final states of h are largely suppressed even for the τ channel when N is

heavy. In the case of ∆ decays, the LFV modes are rather subdominant to other radiative

channels such as γγ and γZ and especially the SM final states in the presence of sθ.

3.2 Decays to bosons

Depending on its mass and mixing, ∆ can decay to various bosonic pairs. For example,

when m∆ > 250 GeV, the ∆→ hh channel opens up and its rate is set unambiguously by

sθ. At the same time the SM gauge boson channels open up

Γ∆→V V = s2
θ Γh→V V (mh → m∆, sθ = 0) , (3.5)

with V = W or Z on and off-shell.2 These rates grow with the Higgs mass due to the lon-

gitudinal would-be-Goldstones and tend to dominate the Br∆ above the 160 GeV threshold

when sθ > 1%, as seen from the left panel of figure 1. LHC prospects for signals of such

final states were studied by [71] in a related B − L model (see also [72] for the Z ′ → NN

channel).

Finally, ∆ can decay to four SM fermions via two off-shell RH gauge bosons, or V ∗V ∗

through LR gauge boson mixing. These turn out to be slower than the radiative γγ and

Zγ rates computed below.

Decays to scalars. If there are scalars below m∆, two body decays open up, e.g. ∆→ hh.

At the same time, if ∆ happens to be below half the Higgs mass, the h→ ∆∆ mode appears.

Decay rates for both cases are

Γh→SS =
1

16π
(
1 + δSS

) 1

mh
v2
hSSβ

1/2
hS , Γ∆→SS =

1

16π
(
1 + δSS

) 1

m∆
v2

∆SSβ
1/2
∆S , (3.6)

where δSS = 0(1) for charged (neutral) particles and βiS = 1 − (2mS/mi)
2, i = h,∆.

The Higgs tri-linear couplings vi entering in eq. (3.6) are discussed at some length in the

appendix A.

The quantitative effect of Higgs mixing on scalar decay modes is understood from

figures 1 and 2. Above the electroweak scale for m∆ & 300 GeV, the ∆ → hh channel

opens up rapidly (figure 1, left). Conversely, in the low mass region when m∆ < mh/2,

2An additional amplitude may also be present when the LR gauge boson mixing is non-zero.
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Figure 2. Left: regions of h → ∆∆ allowed by the current Higgs data [73] with mH = 17 TeV

and r++ = 0.3. Right: regions of larger than 5 × 10−4 branching ratio of Higgs decaying to four

Majorana neutrinos. Contours correspond to different m∆ and sθ = 10%.

the h→ ∆∆ rate becomes sizeable (figure 2, left). Since the ∆ proceeds to decay to pairs

of Ns, one ends up with quite an exotic Higgs decay to four Majorana neutrinos. The

relevant quantity that sets the event rate is the Brh→∆∆Br2
∆→NN , shown on the right of

figure 2.

From the left plot of figure 2 it is also clear that the pair production of ∆ is more

favourable in the case of positive θ, while for negative θ the vh∆∆ is mildly suppressed, at

low scale MWR
, as discussed in the appendix after eq. (A.9).

The di-photon and Zγ channels. Decay rates for these two radiative processes are

Γ∆→γγ =
m3

∆

64π

( α
4π

)2
|F∆|2 , Γ∆→Zγ =

m3
∆

32πc2
w

( α
4π

)(αw
4π

)
|G∆|2 β3

∆Z , (3.7)

where β∆Z = 1−M2
Z/m

2
∆, Nf = 3(1) for quarks (leptons), Q is the electromagnetic charge

and v̂ = T3L/2−Qs2
w. The loop functions are

F∆ = cθFWR
+
∑
S

v∆SSQ
2
SFS ,−sθFW − sθ

∑
f

NfQ
2
fFf , (3.8)

G∆ = cθGWR
+
∑
S

v∆SS QS v̂S GS − sθGW − sθ
∑
f

NfQf v̂fGf , (3.9)

with expressions for F and G given in eqs. (B.1)–(B.6) of appendix B and tri-linear cou-

plings v∆SS in appendix A.

The dominant contributions to these rates come from the doubly charged scalar ex-

change and the mixing with the SM Higgs. This mixing brings in a fairly large quartic

(α3) that is required in low scale LRSM by the tree-level FCNC H exchange, see e.g. [57].

Despite this enhancement, the radiative rates are rather small when sθ & 10−3 and their

Br∆→γγ,Zγ . 1%� are sub-dominant, as seen on figure 1. Below the Z mass, the di-photon

channel dominates but as soon as kinematically allowed, the Zγ takes over.
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Figure 3. Left: production cross-section of heavy Majorana neutrino pairs via ∆ gluon fusion.

Colors correspond to different masses of N , ranging from 10 to 200 GeV. Right: production of four

Ns in gg → h→ ∆∆ for different masses of N down to 5 GeV. In both plots,
√
s = 13 TeV,mH =

17 TeV, r++ = 0.3 and for each mN the values of sθ considered are 5, 10 and 20% with respective

dotted, dashed and solid line.

4 Production at the LHC

Let us turn to ∆ production at hadronic colliders in the Higgs portal and gauge-mediated

channels. It can be fairly easily produced at the LHC, once the mixing with the SM Higgs is

present. The three available production modes are single, associated and pair production.

Single production of ∆ occurs through the Higgs mixing. In addition to the associated

W∆, Z∆, heavy quark QQ∆ and the VBF qq∆ channels, the dominant mode is the gluon

fusion one, known to N3LO [74]. Even though the cross-section decreases steeply with m∆,

it provides an appreciable production rate with ∆ mass well in the O(100) GeV range.

The NN event rate is determined by the Br∆→NN from figure 1 and allows for copious

production of heavy Majorana neutrinos. While the Br∆→NN increases with sθ, the pro-

duction is reduced and there is an interplay between the two. Below the V V threshold, the

Higgs width is relatively small, such that Br∆→NN = O(1) and the event rate scales with

s2
θ. Once the gauge boson threshold is crossed, the Higgs width increases substantially and

suppresses the Br∆

σgg→∆→NN ' σgg→h(m∆)×

{
s2
θ, m∆ . 2MW ,

c2
θ

Γ(∆→NN)
Γh

, m∆ & 2MW .
(4.1)

This behaviour is seen in figure 3, where the opening of SM channels leads to a sharp

reduction of the NN production rate at about 160 GeV. Above this threshold the dominant

channels are V V , tt and hh, as seen from figure 1. For m∆ & 160 GeV, the rate is nearly

insensitive to sθ and decreases only for small mixing sθ . 0.03.

It is also clear from figure 3 that below 160 GeV the production of N pairs is on

O(10–100) fb, even for relatively small mixing. This is a promising prospect for the LHC

and prompts the collider study in section 5.

Associated and pair production of ∆h and ∆ pairs proceed through the off-shell

Higgs [56, 75] (∆∗ is smaller due to (A.6) and (A.7)) with parton-level cross-sections

σ̂gg→∆S '
c2
θ

64π(1 + δ∆S)
ŝ
(αs

4π

)2 v2
hS∆

(ŝ−m2
h)2 + ŝΓ2

h

|Fb + Ft|2
√
βŝ∆S , (4.2)
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Figure 4. Left: the pair (associated) production of ∆ in blue (yellow) through the Higgs portal

at 13 TeV. Shading describes the variation of sθ from 5% in dashed to 10% in solid lines, MWR
=

11 TeV. Right: cross-section for Drell-Yan production of WR∆ for MWR
= 3, 4, 5 TeV and

√
s =

13 (14) TeV in solid (dashed).

where βŝ∆S = 1−2
(
m2
S +m2

∆

)
/ŝ+

(
m2
S −m2

∆

)2
/ŝ2 and Ff (4m2

f/ŝ) is defined in eq. (B.1).

Using eqs. (A.4)–(A.7), the associated and pair production rates of ∆, (and ∆++
R , ∆L) are

obtained by integrating over the PDFs and shown on the left panel of figure 4. Pair pro-

duction of ∆ is dominant below the Higgs decay threshold, while the associated production

stays below 1 fb and we do not dwell on it any further.

Pair production of ∆ in Higgs decays gives a striking prospect for the LHC since

their subsequent decays to NN would result in a final state with four heavy Majorana

neutrinos.3 The plot on the right of figure 3 shows that below the mh/2 threshold, a

sizeable cross-section can be expected for this exotic final state.

Gauge production. For m∆ � MWR
, there exist a rather small gauge mediated pro-

duction from WR (and ZLR that is heavier in the minimal model). The kinematics of this

channel is quite different from the gluon fusion channel and may be triggered more effi-

ciently. The main channels are through the Drell-Yan process in the s-channel and vector

boson fusion of WR.4 The production cross-section for an on-shell WR and ∆ is

σ̂qiqj→WR∆ (ŝ) =
π

8
α2
w |Vij |

2

√
λ(λ/ŝ2 + 12M2

WR
/ŝ)

(ŝ−M2
WR

)2 + Γ2
WR

M2
WR

, (4.3)

σpp→WR∆ =
1

9

∑
ij

∫ 1

τmin

dτ

∫ 1

τ
dx

1

τx
fqj (x, µF ) fqi (τ/x, µF ) σ̂qiqj→WR∆(τs), (4.4)

where λ = m4
∆ − 2m2

∆(ŝ + M2
WR

) + (ŝ − M2
WR

)2 and τmin = (m2
∆ + M2

WR
)/s, the sum

over all (anti)quarks is taken with fq the usual partonic functions and µ2
F = m2

∆ + M2
WR

.

As seen in figure 4, the cross-section is . 0.5 fb, and is increasingly suppressed by parton

3The associated h∆ → ∆∆∆ and SM Higgs pair production of hh → ∆∆∆∆ may lead to even more

spectacular signals with 6N and 8N in the final state, with up to 8 displaced vertices. The estimated rates

are . 10−4 fb, therefore we do not study these in more detail.
4These are also the production channels for ∆++

R , studied in [76], in which case an additional combina-

torial factor of two is present in the amplitude.
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Figure 5. Left: Feynman diagrams for pair production of N through the ∆ resonance that leads

to two same-sign leptons and a ∆L = 0, 2 signal. Right: pair-production of ∆ via an exotic Higgs

decay with four leptons in final states with ∆L = 0, 2, 4.

distributions at higher MWR
. Even though this cross-section is small, it is interesting that

∆ strahlung by WR gives rise to final states with ∆L = 2 when WR decays to jets, but also

to ∆L = 4 when WR decays to `N , as in the KS process.

Finally, it is worth commenting that new vertices such as WLWR∆ appear in the

presence of LR gauge boson mixing. This gives rise to new channels of production such as

WR → ∆WL. Because such mixing is small (. 10−4) also such processes are negligible for

the present analysis. Only in the limit of vanishing Higgs mixing sθ → 0 they can start to

play a role, e.g. in the ∆ decay.

5 Signals at the LHC

As discussed in the section above, the two most promising ∆-mediated processes to look

for N at the LHC, are the single gluon fusion and ∆ pair production from h decay with

respective diagrams shown on figure 5. This section contains a study of efficiencies, relevant

backgrounds, signal characteristics and estimated sensitivities for the two cases of interest.

For the signal generation, an updated extension [77] of the FeynRules [78] implemen-

tation of the LRSM [79] was used. The events were then generated at LO using Mad-

Graph 5 [80], hadronized with Pythia 6 [81]5 and passed to Delphes 3 [82] for detector

simulation. The gluon fusion production cross-section was rescaled to the NNLO+NNLL

QCD and NLO EW value recommended in [83]. The backgrounds were simulated with

MadGraph 5 at LO and rescaled with a common constant K-factor of 1.5 for tt [84],

WZ [85] and Zh [83] and a factor of 1.34 for ZZ, Wh and the other V V V, V V h processes.

To estimate the detector response, the default Delphes 3 ATLAS card was modified

with electrons [86] and muons [87] treated separately and with the experimental values on

triggering thresholds [88] taken into account.

Electrons. For electrons, we apply the measured efficiencies from [86] with no elec-

trons below pT < 6 GeV. We take into account the mono(di)-electron triggers with

5Pythia 8 gives statistically the same result.
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24 (12) GeV and define tight (loose) isolation with pvarcone20
T < 0.06 (0.15) [86]. Be-

cause of these requirements, the electron signal is reduced with respect to the muon

case, especially in the low m∆ regime.

Muons. In case of muons, the efficiencies are taken from [87] with zero efficiency for pT
below 5 GeV. In the major part of parameter space the single muon trigger (pTµ1 >

20 GeV) is more efficient, while for m∆ . 80 GeV the di-muon trigger with pTµ2 >

10 GeV turns out to be better. The overall selection efficiency of triggering on the

signal goes from 10 % for low masses to ∼ 80 % at m∆ ' 160 GeV,mN ' 75 GeV.

Again, the isolation criteria are pvarcone30
T < 0.06 (0.15) for tight (loose) electrons.

Jets were clustered using the anti-kT jet algorithm with ∆R = 0.4 and pTjmin = 20 GeV.

Cuts, event counting and sensitivity estimates were performed with the help of MadAnal-

ysis 5 [89].

5.1 pp → ∆ → NN

Because of the Majorana character of N , each on-shell heavy neutrino decays through the

off-shell WR to a charged lepton, or an anti-lepton with equal probability, and two jets.

Thus in half or the events one gets LNV signals and benefits from the low SM backgrounds.

As discussed in the sub-section 3.1, the leptonic mixing in VR may be non-zero which

would lead to LFV final states, while being in agreement with low energy constraints from

eq. (3.3). For the sake of simplicity, we perform our analysis without flavor mixing, i.e. by

setting VR to be diagonal. Furthermore, since the region of interest for mN here is below

80 GeV and V q
R ' Vckm in LRSM with restored LR parity [48–50, 90, 91], one does not

expect b jets in the final state.

As a result, the single production of ∆ leads to the final state with two same or

opposite-sign leptons together with 4 non-b jets, as shown in figure 5 left. This event

topology is the same as the LNV decay of the 125 GeV Higgs h→ NN studied in [63].

Basic selections and backgrounds. For the signal event selection we demand exactly

two same-sign, same-flavor leptons and nj = 1, 2 or 3 jets. We do not attempt to extract

the signal in the opposite-sign case due to the overwhelming SM background, although for

large N displacements the inclusion of this channel may be feasible.

In both e and µ channels the same cuts as in [63] are imposed to further enhance the

sensitivity. Their impact is seen in table 1, here we describe them in a bit more detail.

As seen from figure 5, there is no missing energy at the parton level, therefore we demand

/ET < 30 GeV, which is the “ /ET ” cut in table 1. The “pT ” cut refers to the transverse

momentum of the leading-pT charged lepton: that lepton is still fairly soft, therefore we

impose pT (`1) < 55 GeV. In addition, we impose a “mT ” cut, by requiring the transverse

mass mT
`/pT

< 30 GeV (where mT
`/pT

is the transverse invariant mass of the charged lepton

momentum with the missing momentum). We also impose invariant masses m`` < 80 GeV,
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tt tth ttZ ttW WZ Wh ZZ Zh WWjj Jet Fake

ee+ nj ,
∗ 806 4 5 26 1241 87 147 16 1.5 2651

/ET 313 0.5 0.7 3 400 21 129 7 0.2 782

pT 112 0.2 0.1 0.7 174 8.4 63 4 0.05 284

mT 60 0.1 0.04 0.3 80 4 56 2 0.03 106

minv 35 0.03 0.03 0.2 25 2 36 2 0 80

lTe 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.1 0.9 0.05 0.001 2

tt tth ttZ ttW WZ Wh ZZ Zh WWjj Jet Fake

µµ+ nj ,
∗ 670 4 6 32 750 133 68 16 2 1676

/ET 130 0.5 0.9 3.5 200 32 33 6 0.3 391

pT 57 0.2 0.2 1 95 17 16 3 0.1 152

mT 32 0.1 0.1 0.5 51 9 12 2 0.05 49

minv 17 0.04 0.04 0.2 23 5 8 1 0.01 40

lTµ 0 0 0 0 1.4 0.4 1 0.15 0.005 3

∗The same-sign lepton selection includes pT trigger for di-muons at 10 GeV and di-electrons at 12 GeV.

Table 1. SM background processes at 13 TeV and 100 fb−1 for the same-sign tight di-leptons and

nj = 1–3 final state, see text for the cut descriptions.

m`/pT
< 60 GeV, collectively called the “minv” cut. This selection efficiency turns out to be

around a few percent or less.6

The major suppression factor is due to the soft momenta of final state particles pT '
m∆/6. It becomes evident in the low m∆ region and is more pronounced for electrons due

to higher pT thresholds.

We consider a number of SM backgrounds coming from top and multi-production of

gauge bosons, see table 1. The most relevant one turns out to be tt with one prompt lepton

coming from W and the other same-sign lepton from b decay which is typically displaced.

The additional ttX, X = W,Z, h are further suppressed. A similar sized contribution

comes from the WZ,ZZ and Wh channels, while Zh and W±W±jj are again smaller. In

all these backgrounds, one of the leptons is prompt and in some cases the second one is

displaced, as seen in the lower right plot of figure 6.

Apart from these sources, additional contributions to the background come from jet

fakes, charge mis-identification and secondary photo-production. Jet fakes are the most

significant and we make an effort to estimate their rate, as described in the appendix C.

The main sources of fake leptons turn out to be W + jjj, V V + jets and QCD jets. The

latter has a prohibitively large cross-section to simulate and should be estimated from

6The W∆ and Z∆ selection efficiency is slightly better, but the cross-sections are considerably lower. In

the end, these two channels contribute around 3–5% to the gluon fusion one with the same event selection

procedure.
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Figure 6. Event distributions after basic cuts for three signal points m∆ = (62, 142, 142) GeV and

mN = (25, 25, 65) GeV in solid, dashed and dotted lines. Throughout, MWR
= 3 TeV, sθ = 0.05 and√

s = 13 TeV,L = 100 fb−1. The gray shaded area corresponds to the sum of genuine backgrounds:

ttX, V X and WWjj as in table 1. In the lepton displacement plot (bottom-right) its non-prompt

component is evident, while the prompt component is outside the plot, at zero displacement.

data. The behaviour of the background with imposed cuts is clear from table 1 for muons

and electrons. Similar pattern of prompt plus displaced leptons is also evident in this

background.

Charge mis-identification may give a sub-dominant contribution in the electron chan-

nel [124], while for muons the mis-id rate is negligible [123]. Moreover, the mis-id rate

is smaller for low pT electrons, which is the case at hand. The underlying processes are

similar to the ones we consider for jet fakes in the appendix C. These are prompt (e.g.

Z+jets) and lead to prompt same-sign lepton pairs, therefore we expect them to be elim-

inated by the e displacement cut. While charge mis-id is not explicitly included in the

detector simulation, the corresponding kinematical distributions are very similar to those

coming from jet-fakes; therefore, we take into account this background by over-estimating

the jet-fake rates in the electron case to fully reproduce the experimental data in figure 12.

Further signal characteristics. The ∆ → NN channel has a number of revealing

features, similar to the h→ NN case [63]. Apart from the LNV character of the final state

due to Majorana neutrinos, one may reconstruct MN and m∆ by observing the invariant

masses of leptons and jets, m``4j and m`2j in different flavor channels.

After detector simulation and jet clustering, these characteristics are somewhat de-

graded. Nevertheless, some of the features remain, for example peaks in the invariant mass

distributions. As seen in figure 6, invariant masses of ``, `j and ``jj as well as the muon

separation ∆R may be useful to further discriminate against the background.

Displacement and sensitivity. Another prominent feature of heavy neutrinos with

electroweak masses is their fairly long decay length, either due to the suppression of the
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large interaction scale or small Dirac masses. This is another example of displaced signa-

tures at the LHC that have recently been receiving attention in the theoretical [92–95] as

well as experimental community [96, 97].

In the regions of interest for this study, the mN is somewhat below the LR scale

and, similar to the muon in the SM, its lifetime increases significantly. The macroscopic

length then leads to the displacement of `jj vertices coming from decays of Ns. In the N

eigenframe, we have

cτ0
N ' 0.1 mm

(
40 GeV

mN

)5(MWR

5 TeV

)4

, (5.1)

which is visibly displaced from the interaction point.7 The transverse displacement is

plotted on the lower right panel of figure 6, where the impact of the boost factor becomes

evident.

A recent experimental search for pair-produced neutralinos and gluinos [98] exploits

a similar feature of the MSSM with RPV to reduce the background and look for a pair

of displaced tbs vertices. We adopt the quoted vertexing efficiency of 50% and require

both leptons to be transversally displaced lT` > 0.1 mm for signals with lifetimes longer

than 1 mm, which covers most of the parameter space, as seen in figure 8. This “lT`” cut

significantly reduces the backgrounds, as seen in the last rows of table 1, enhancing the

overall sensitivity.

The estimate of the final sensitivity after displacement cuts demonstrates that the

∆→ NN channel may probe fairly high scales of LR breaking in the O(TeV) range, with

better prospects for the muonic final state. These results will be shown in figure 8, together

with the h→ ∆∆→ 4N channel, which is the subject of the following section.

Clearly, the above strategy is tailored for sensitivity to higher WR masses, where dis-

placement is large. For WR masses below 5 TeV the signal is rather prompt and one should

not use the displaced lepton cut lT` > 0.1 mm, but rather veto the displaced leptons.

However, the signal rate is high even without displacement cuts and the sensitivity esti-

mate covers essentially the same mN region but does not extend to high WR masses. For

simplicity, we only show the sensitivity to displaced signatures in figure 8.

5.2 pp → h → ∆∆ → 4N

Pair production of ∆ is an intriguing possibility since one ends up producing four Ns. Due

to the Majorana nature of N , there are 24 possibilities for the charge of the final state

lepton, as seen in figure 5. These can be characterized by the amount of lepton number

violation ∆L = 4, 2, 0. The expected ratio of such events is then

∆L4 : ∆L2 : ∆L0 = 1 : 4 : 3, (5.2)

thus half of the 4N events will break L by two and 1/8 of them by four units. We

concentrate on these final states because of low backgrounds. Again, the ∆L = 0 is

7The decay rate is taken to be dominated by W ∗
R. For large LR scales MWR & 70 TeV (mN/60 GeV)1/4,

the Dirac mixing amplitude may become comparable.
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plagued by the SM and might be re-considered in case large displacements may eliminate

the backgrounds.

The types of signals in this channel can be separated into four non-overlapping regions

of interest called R#`
∆L, which are defined by the required number of leptons #` and the

apparent violation of lepton number ∆L. The di-lepton channel R2
2 with ∆L = 2 is selected

as in the ∆→ NN case above. The same-sign trilepton signal R3
3 with apparent L violation

by three units ∆L ' 3 appears when one final state charged lepton goes missing, either

due to kinematical, geometrical or isolation cuts. Three same-sign leptons then come either

from the ∆L = 4 case where one same-sign lepton is missing or from the ∆L = 2 channel

where the opposite-sign lepton disappears. Finally, when four charge leptons are required,

they can combine into `±`±`±`∓ with ∆L = 2, which is the R4
2 or `±`±`±`± with ∆L = 4,

the R4
4.

The R4
4 signal is conceptually most interesting since it would allow for observation

of the breaking of lepton number by four units. This puts the LHC in quite a unique

position since, to our knowledge, there is no competing low energy alternative. This is in

contrast to ∆L = 2 case, probed by the KS process, and where 0ν2β experiments play a

complementary role [29–31]. Even though the first search for the quadruple neutrino-less

beta decay has been performed only recently [99], the rate from the ∆2h2 vertex and 4N

exchange is hopelessly small [100].

Efficiency, backgrounds and sensitivity. As in section 5.1 above, the final state par-

ticles are somewhat soft. We find that the di-muon trigger with pTµ2 > 10 GeV keeps the

most number of events in R2
2, while in the other three regions the tri-muon trigger with

pTµ2 > 6 GeV is most efficient. In the parameter space of interest defined by figures 2

and 3, the selection efficiency for R2
2 ranges from 3–5%, in the R3

3 from 1–4%, while for

the four-leptons it goes from 6%�–3% in R4
2 and 1–9%� in R4

4, mainly due to (5.2).

Let us consider the backgrounds for this channel. In the di-lepton case, the selection

is the same as in section 5.1 and the backgrounds are those listed in table 1. As for the tri-

and quad-lepton final state, we simulate the prompt multi-production of V s and tops using

the same procedure as for the signal. After the selection of charged leptons, less than one

event survives, even without additional cuts. This comes mainly from ttZ, tth and WZZ;

the four V , four top and and V V tt leptonic rates are negligible. After the missing energy

cut /ET < 30 GeV is imposed, background rates for R3,4
i practically vanish.

The final estimate of the LHC’s sensitivity in the four regions is shown on figure 7. The

most sensitive ones are R3
3 and R4

2 with three and four leptons. In R2
2 the signal is larger,

but the backgrounds are significant as well, while in the R4
4 case, the rate is suppressed by

the combinatorics of eq. (5.2).

5.3 Summary and 0ν2β connection

The proposed signals involving single and pair production of ∆ are combined and the

sensitivity to the LR scale is estimated in figure 8. This estimate is indeed quite encouraging

with a 5σ prospect well in the 10 TeV range for muons. Because of lower efficiencies and

higher backgrounds, the reach in the electron case is lower. The sensitivity peaks at 60
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Figure 7. Contours of estimated sensitivity (S/
√
S +B = 5) for the h→ ∆∆→ 4N process in the

electron and muon channels. The plots from left to right refer to the signal regions R#`
∆L described

in the text. The contours refer to different MWR
, while

√
s = 13 TeV, sθ = 0.1 and the luminosity

is 100 fb−1. The electron channel yields similar plots with a smaller sensitivity.

Figure 8. Contours of estimated combined sensitivities of the h→ NN,∆→ NN and ∆∆→ 4N

channels at 3 and 5 σ with solid (dashed) contours corresponding to sθ = 0.05 (0.1). The left panel

shows the sensitivity with loose electrons in orange and the right one for muons in purple. The

dotted lines show the lab-frame N decay length in the ∆ → NN channel, with mN = m∆/3. The

red region marks the current limit on MWR
from dijet searches [106–109]. The grey and light blue

shaded regions show the current limits from 0ν2β searches on 76Ge and 136Xe from Gerda [110]

and KamLAND-Zen [111], respectively.
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and 120 GeV for the 4N and 2N final states, respectively. Perhaps counter-intuitively,

the reach is practically independent of the Higgs mixing in the range under consideration

sθ = 0.05–0.1. This is due to the opposite effect of reducing sθ: the production of ∆ is

reduced, but the ∆→ NN branching ratio increases, as evident in figure 1.

At the same time, this portion of parameter space is allowed by existing searches.

In particular, the search in the KS process becomes increasingly ineffective below about

100 GeV [19, 28, 101, 102]. For N with a lifetime beyond the size of the detectors, the

W ′ → ` + /ET searches take over [103–105], however this happens for mN . 15 GeV,

therefore for much lower masses than those considered here. Dijet searches were also

updated recently [106–109]; they are nearly independent of mN and stay below the 3 TeV

limit. As a result, the channel proposed here is complementary to the other searches.

Arguably the most significant connection between ∆ processes at the LHC and low

energies is the search for 0ν2β decay. Experimental searches have improved the exist-

ing limits on 76Ge [110] and 136Xe [111] by an order of magnitude. The heavy neutrino

exchange [29–31] can be conveniently expressed by the effective Majorana mass

mN
ee =

p2V 2
eN

mN

(
MW

MWR

)4

, (5.3)

which is limited by experimental searches with the use of nuclear matrix elements updated

and collected in [112–114]. These calculations are still plagued by rather large uncertainties,

hence the resulting constraint on the m∆−MWR
parameter space (in figure 8, mN = m∆/3

is set for illustration) is spread out in shaded grey and blue regions in figure 8. Despite

the lack of accuracy and precision, it is clear that the two regions overlap throughout the

parameter space, even in the ∆∆→ 4Ne channel.

6 e+e− colliders

Hadronic colliders create a noisy environment with plenty of hadronic activity and issues

related to triggering and jet fakes. On the other hand, lepton colliders such as e+e−

machines are cleaner and with projected luminosity [115] may provide a handle on soft and

displaced signals, such as the production of heavy neutrinos [116–118].

The production of N in the mLRSM can be sizeable at lepton colliders, even for

relatively high WR mass and small Higgs mixing. The two main triplet Higgs production

channels at e+e− colliders are the associated ∆Z production

σe+e−→∆Z = s2
θ

G2
FM

4
Z

96πs

(
v̂2
e + â2

e

)√
λ
λ+ 12

(
M2
Z/s

)
1−

(
M2
Z/s

)2 , (6.1)

where λ =
(
1−m2

h/s−M2
Z/s

)2 − 4m2
hM

2
Z/s

2, v̂e = −1, âe = −1 + 4s2
w, and the ∆νν one

via WW fusion, see e.g. [119].

The total integrated luminosity at LEP was too small to find more than ∼ 2 NNZ

events from the collected data. On the other hand, the future e+e− machines may have

sufficient sensitivity to look for heavy neutrinos from ∆ decays. Various production c.m.
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Figure 9. Signal event rates for e+e− → NNZ and e+e− → NNνν productions at lepton colliders

for different
√
s, universal luminosity of L = 1 ab−1, mN = m∆/3. The shaded regions cover the

range sθ ∈ (0.01, 0.1).

energies are currently under consideration [115] from the Z pole at 90 GeV all the way to

a 3 TeV machine:
√
sW,h,t,TeV,3TeV = {0.16, 0.24, 0.35, 1, 3}TeV.

For
√
s < O(100) GeV, the dominant production of ∆ occurs in the associated ∆Z

channel, leading to the NNZ final state with up to four leptons and no missing energy when

Z decays leptonically. The backgrounds depend on the c.m. energy and are particularly

low below the tt threshold. Moreover, they can be reduced with cuts to a small level even

above this energy. Conversely, for TeV machines, the W VBF channel takes over and the

NNνν final state dominates, as seen on the right panel of figure 9. The exact capabilities

of the detectors are presently unknown, therefore we only show the signal event counts for

different
√
s cases in the left panel of figure 9.

7 Conclusions

Many proposals were made to experimentally establish the Majorana nature of the neu-

trino and search for the associated breaking of lepton number. Perhaps the most exciting

prospect, apart from the 0ν2β, would be a direct observation of N . Were its mass protected

by gauge symmetry, a “Majorana” Higgs boson should exist. The purpose of this work has

been to study its collider phenomenology in the energy range accessible to the LHC and

to provide a roadmap for experimental searches. The study has been carried out in the

context of the Left-Right symmetric model, which serves as a complete model of neutrino

mass origin, linked to the spontaneous breaking of parity.

We find that a substantial number of LNV (and possibly LFV) events can originate

from the “Majorana” Higgs field that is responsible for the breaking of B−L. The presence

of such new resonance can significantly enhance the production of Ns at the LHC via the

Higgs portal mixing. This happens when its mass is approximately below 160 GeV, beyond

which the standard searches for resonances apply, for instance the V V channels. Current

Higgs data allows for a fairly large mixing through which gluon fusion production occurs.

At the same time, the Higgs width is small enough to provide a large branching ratio of

the SM Higgs and new resonances to exotic states, even when these are weakly coupled.
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Particularly interesting and clean channels are the production of two and four Ns, leading

to ∆L ' 2, 3, 4 final states. While the former case is partially covered by 0ν2β in a similar

portion of parameter space (see figure 8), the breaking of lepton number by four units has

no viable counterpart at low energies; here, the LHC is in a privileged position.

The sensitivity estimates show that in the appropriate RH neutrino mass range of

10–65 GeV these channels turn the LHC into a sensitive probe of new interactions at high

energy scales. Because of such high scale suppression, the N decays at a macroscopic

distance, which allows for additional background suppression on top of the LNV selection.

One of the main results of our work is shown on figure 8, where the combination of channels

demonstrates the sensitivity to the LR scale well into the 10 TeV range, even beyond the

capability of direct searches for WR. At the same time, this portion of parameter space

is in direct correspondence to 0ν2β searches at low energies and nicely fills the parameter

space between the golden KS search, which applies at higher N masses, and missing energy

W ′ → `ν searches which are relevant at smaller ones. A potentially interesting outlook for

these channels would be to determine the polarization of N , similar to the KS case [125],

and establish the feasibility of measuring Majorana CP phases [126].

Despite our effort to accurately estimate the sensitivities, in order to precisely assess the

background, the input from data will clearly be indispensable, in particular what concerns

the fake rates. Another way to further increase the signal yield is to include the ∆L = 0

displaced signals. Moreover, the prospects for τ final states were not investigated here

due to the experimental intricacies and backgrounds. The observational potential of future

leptonic colliders, however, seems to be quite optimistic, with a possibility of producing a

significant number of N events.

Some of the conclusions in this work are valid also for related theoretical frameworks

where a Higgs portal resonance that couples to heavy RH neutrinos is present. These

may include a simple model with spontaneous breaking of U(1)B−L or a more generic

singlet Higgs coupling to sterile neutrinos, without gauge symmetries [127–129]. The main

difference is the decay of N which proceeds through the mixing with light neutrinos via

the Dirac mass, which leads to additional subdominant final states and somewhat longer

lifetimes.

In summary, the Higgs portal provides a new frontier for lepton number violation

searches at colliders that may be sensitive to high energy scales well into the TeV domain.
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A Tri-linear Higgs couplings

Let us discuss in some detail the Higgs trilinear couplings within the LRSM, from tree-

level to rather substantial loop corrections. In both cases we follow the phenomenological

approach and start with physical masses and mixings as inputs, solve the linear system for

the quartic couplings in the potential and thus derive the mixed field tri-linears.

Tree level. First of all, the h and ∆ mixing with ∆L is suppressed by small 〈∆L〉, and

for simplicity we set to zero the CP violating phases, such that the mass matrix of interest

reduces to three coupled fields: h,∆, H. Even in this case, the tri-linear vertices in the

LRSM are non-trivial functions of quartic parameters and tβ/2 ≡ v2/v1. To derive them,

we define the mass eigenstates as

h = (cθ − φsηsθ)h0 + cηsθ∆0 − (sηsθ + φcθ)H0 ' cθh0 + cηsθ∆0 − sηsθH0 , (A.1)

∆ = − (sθ + φsηcθ)h0 + cηcθ∆0 − (sηcθ − φsθ)H0 ' −sθh0 + cηcθ∆0 + sηcθH0 , (A.2)

H = φcηh0 + sη∆0 + cηH0 ' φh0 + sη∆0 + cηH0 , (A.3)

and give the expressions of mixing angles in terms of potential parameters explicitly below

in (A.16). The H–h0 angle φ can be treated linearly because it is very small, φ ∼ ε2 =

v2/v2
R, and plays no significant role. The H0 components in ∆ and h are naturally of order

η ∼ ε, but they are further constrained by flavor for light mh,∆ [57]: sη � m∆/mH < 0.01

and thus also quite small. On the other hand, because we consider the case of light ∆, the

mixing θ can be of order one.

By solving for the quartic couplings in terms of physical masses and mixings, one can

obtain the triple Higgs vertices, expanded here in small η,

vhhh '
3g

2MWL

[
m2
h

(
c3
θ + εs3

θ

)
− 2 η2m2

H s
2
θ (cθ − εsθ)

]
, (A.4)

vhh∆ '
g

4MWL

[ (
2m2

h +m2
∆

)
(εsθ − cθ) s2θ − 2 η2m2

H sθ (3c2θ − 3εs2θ + 1)
]
, (A.5)

vh∆∆ '
g

4MWL

[ (
m2
h + 2m2

∆

)
(εcθ + sθ) s2θ − 2 η2m2

H cθ (3c2θ − 3εs2θ − 1)
]
, (A.6)

v∆∆∆ '
3g

2MWL

[
m2

∆

(
εc3
θ − s3

θ

)
+ 2 η2m2

H c
2
θ (εcθ + sθ)

]
, (A.7)

which is valid up to O(ε3). Notably, these expressions do not depend on tβ , which appears

at O(ε4), while φ appears at O(ε3). Because of the flavour constraint η2m2
H � m2

∆, the

corrections η2 due to the mixing with the heavy H are sub-leading. It is thus safe to

consider the limit in which η is neglected. This is achieved formally if the couplings are

such that α2/α3 + tβ is small, effectively reducing the mass matrix to a 2 × 2 system. In

such case, the first terms in eqs. (A.4)–(A.7) are exact to all orders in v, just as a function

of the h, ∆ masses and their mixing angle. In particular, the dependence on mH , tβ and
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Figure 10. Left: tree-level neutral tri-linear Higgs couplings from eqs. (A.4)–(A.7) with regions

covering the sθ ∈ (0.05, 0.1) interval and MWR
= 4 TeV. Right: tri-linear vertices with doubly

charged scalars. The pink region shows the v∆∆++
R ∆−−

R
vertex that enters the γγ and Zγ rates and

m∆++
R

= 1 TeV, mH = 17 TeV was taken in agreement with BB and h → γγ bound, discussed

in [57], that comes from the vh∆++
R ∆−−

R
coupling.

other parameters such as α2 and λi disappears. The numerical value of these vertices is

plotted on the left panel of figure 10.

Considering that phenomenologically also sθ has to be somewhat small, i.e. sθ < 0.1–

0.2, it is useful to show the behaviour in this limit:

vhhh '
3g
(
2− 3θ2

)
m2
h

4MWL

, vhh∆ '
g θ(εθ − 1)

(
2m2

h +m2
∆

)
2MWL

, (A.8)

vh∆∆ '
g θ(θ + ε)

(
m2
h + 2m2

∆

)
2MWL

, v∆∆∆ '
3g ε

(
2− 3θ2

)
m2

∆

4MWL

. (A.9)

For θ = 0 the SM rule for the hhh vertex is reproduced and the mixed ∆h vertices disappear.

In (A.9) the combination (θ+ ε) adds constructively or destructively depending on the sign

of θ. The destructive case is also shown in figure 10 as “flip θ”.

Similarly one can derive the doubly charged triplet component couplings, which depend

explicitly on tβ and mH (see figure 10, right):

vh∆++
R ∆−−

R
'
√

2g

MWR

[(
m2

∆++
R

+
1

2
m2
h + c2

θ

(
m2

∆ −m2
h

))
sθ + εm2

H (cθ − εsθ) c2
β

]
, (A.10)

v∆∆++
R ∆−−

R
'
√

2g

MWR

[(
m2

∆++
R

+
1

2
m2

∆ − s2
θ

(
m2

∆ −m2
h

))
cθ − εm2

H (εcθ + sθ) c
2
β

]
(A.11)

and equivalent expressions with ∆++
R → ∆++

L .

The above expressions are all that is needed for the phenomenological analysis. For

completeness, we report also the expressions for the mass eigenvalues in terms of the

potential parameters, in the limit of small mixings:

m2
h ' 4

(
λ̄1 + θ2

(
s2 + λ̄1 − ρ̄1

))
v2 , (A.12)

m2
∆ ' 4

(
ρ̄1 − θ2

(
s2 + λ̄1 − ρ̄1

)
− s2

)
v2 , (A.13)

m2
H ' ᾱ3v

2
R + 4s2v

2 , (A.14)
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where

ρ̄1 =
ρ1

ε2
, ᾱ3 =

α3

cβ
, λ̄1 = λ1 + 2λ4sβ + (2λ2 + λ3) s2

β , s2 =
ᾱ3

4

(η
ε

)2
. (A.15)

In the first expression one must have ρ1 ∼ ε2 as explained in the text, since m∆ is near the

electroweak scale. Likewise, the expressions for the mixing angles are:

θ '
−2α1 + ᾱ3 (1− cβ + (η/ε)tβ)

4ε
(
λ̄1 − ρ̄1 + s2

) , (A.16)

η ' ε
−cβ (4α2 + ᾱ3sβ)

4 ᾱ3
, (A.17)

φ ' ε2
4cβ (sβ(2λ2 + λ3) + λ4)

ᾱ3
, (A.18)

where it becomes clear that the h-H mixing φ is of order ε2 and thus negligible, while the

∆-H mixing η is of order ε. On the other hand, the h-∆ mixing θ can be of order one. For

this to happen, in equation (A.16) the numerator has to be suppressed like ε with respect

to the denominator.

When m∆ is above the electroweak scale and closer to mh, the η mixing can become

sizeable without significantly affecting the flavor constraints. In this case, the H also

becomes a “Majorana” Higgs and couples to both N and ∆. With enough c.m. energy, the

H resonance may become visible and a heavier ∆ could also be produced through the H

portal. Prospective channels H → NN and H → ∆∆ open up and would allow to probe

higher N and ∆ masses. They are set by the Yukawa of N and the triple vertex

vH∆∆ ' −g
m2
H

MWL

η

(
θ +

3

2
ε

)
. (A.19)

Although in the next decade the sensitivity to the heavy Higgs mass mH & 20 TeV will

be considerably strengthened [53], such signals could become relevant for a future
√
s �

14 TeV collider and would require a separate study beyond the scope of the present work.

Loop corrections. In the phenomenologically interesting regime where ∆ is fairly light,

loop corrections to the h − ∆ trilinears become important and may dominate the tree-

level coupling. To derive the one-loop correction, we employ the scheme where the mass

matrices, i.e. the masses and mixing angles after renormalization, remain the same as the

tree-level ones. We then solve the same linear equations as above to derive the tri-linears.

In the absence of mixing and mh,∆ → 0, we have

v
(1)
hhh ' c

(1)

(
1 +

17

3

1

r++

)
ε3vR, v

(1)
hh∆ ' c

(1) 11 ε2vR, (A.20)

v
(1)
h∆∆ ' c

(1) (4 + 10 r++) εvR, v
(1)
∆∆∆ ' c

(1)
(
8 + 16 r2

++

)
vR, (A.21)

where c(1) = 1/
√

2(4π)2 (mH/vR)4 and r++ = (m
∆++,∆0,+,++

L
/mH)2. These expressions

become more involved when the mixings are turned on and are not particularly illuminating.
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Figure 11. Left: Neutral Higgs trilinear couplings at one loop, obeying the vacuum stability

condition in (A.24), sθ ∈ (0.05, 0.1), MWR
= 4 TeV,mH = 17 TeV and r++ = 0.3 (see text).

The blue and yellow regions are the vh∆∆ and vhh∆ vertices that set the pair-production and

associated production rates in figure 4. Right: Neutral tri-linear dependence on MWR
with fixed

m∆ = 100 GeV, all values as on the left but normalized to m∆.

In short, when sθ 6= 0, the v
(1)
∆∆∆ is reduced by c3

θ while the other three receive a significant

addition ∆v
(1)
hhh,hh∆,h∆∆ ∝ s

1,2,3
θ v

(1)
∆∆∆(θ = 0).

For the Higgs masses of interest here, loops may dominate the tree-level values derived

above [130] and cannot be predicted solely from mh,∆ and sθ. Instead, their magnitudes

are set by the heavier scalars H,A,H+,∆L,∆
++ and decouple only with increasing vR.8

However, such light Higgs masses jeopardize the spontaneous breaking; in the ab-

sence of fermions the quantum corrections render the unbroken phase energetically more

favorable [131–133]. To demonstrate the point, the effective potential with α3 and the

heavy neutrino Yukawa coupling Y∆ can be expanded in small field values ∆0 � vR up

to O(∆5
0/vR)

Veff = (C− ρ1) v4
R + 4ρ1v

2
R∆2

0 +

(
4ρ1 +

16

3
C

)
vR∆3

0 +

(
ρ1 +

16

3
C

)
∆4

0, (A.22)

where

C =
1

32π2

(
α2

3 − 8Y 4
∆

)
. (A.23)

Requiring absolute stability of V thus leads to an upper bound on the loop trilinear cor-

rection

Veff(vR) ≤ Veff(0) ⇒ v
(1)
∆∆∆ ≤

(
7

3

)
vtree level

∆∆∆ , (A.24)

which can be achieved in the LRSM if at least one N is above MWR
(as top in the SM)

such that C in (A.23) is suppressed. For the sake of illustration we choose (A.24) as a

benchmark and show the trilinears in figure 11. Requiring meta-stability, with vacuum

lifetime bigger than the age of the universe may significantly relax this bound. In any case

this does not significantly alter the our results because it will principally increase only the

v∆∆∆ coupling, which does not play a major role in the phenomenological considerations.

8This happens in the SM, where the Higgs trilinear would be dominated by the heavy top if mh < 40 GeV.
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B Loop functions

Loop functions for γγ and Zγ. The loop functions of fermions, scalars and gauge

bosons are

Ff = −
√

2

v
2βf [1 + (1− βf ) f(βf )] , FS =

βS
m2
S

[1− βSf(βS)] , (B.1)

FW =

√
2

v
[2 + 3βW (1 + (2− βW )f(βW ))] , FWR

=
v

vR
FW (βWR

), (B.2)

where v ' 174 GeV. Defining βi = (2mi/m∆)2, the dimensionless f is the usual

f(β) =

arcsin
(
1/
√
β
)2
, β ≥ 1,

−1
4

(
log
(

1+
√

1−β
1−
√

1−β

)
− iπ

)2
, β < 1.

(B.3)

The Zγ functions are a bit more involved

Gf =
2
√

2βλ

v(β − λ)2
[β − λ+ ((β − 1)λ+ β)(f(β)− f(λ))− 2β(g(λ)− g(β))] , (B.4)

GS =
βλ

m2
S (β − λ)2 [λ− β + β(λ (f(λ)− f(β)) + 2(g(λ)− g(β)))] , (B.5)

GW =

√
2c2
w

v(β − λ)2

[
(4 + 2(β − λ)− 3βλ)(β(1 + 2(g(β)− g(λ)))− λ)

− β (f(β)− f(λ)) (β(3λ(λ+ 2)− 8) + 2(2− 3λ)λ)

]
,

GWR
= (v/vR)GW (βWR

),

(B.6)

and the F functions above are recovered in the MZ → 0 limit with

g(β) =


√

1−β
2

(
log
(

1+
√

1−β
1−
√

1−β

)
− iπ

)
, β ≥ 1,

√
β − 1 arcsin

(
1/
√
β
)
, β < 1.

(B.7)

Loop functions for `i`j. The loop function entering in the ∆→ ``′ decays is

f̃(β ≤ 1) = − β

16

{
π2β+4iπ

√
1−β+β

[
− log

(
1−β+

√
1−β

)2
+4iπ arctanh

(√
1−β

)
+log

(
β+
√

1−β−1
)(

log

(
1√

1−β
−1

)
+4 arctanh

(
β−2
√

1−β
β−2

))]
+2
√

1−β
(

log (1−β)−4 arctanh

(
β−2
√

1−β
β−2

))
+4

}
, (B.8)

f̃(β > 1) = −β
4

[
β arccsc2(

√
β)−2

√
β−1 arccsc(

√
β)+1

]
. (B.9)

C Jet fakes

One of the main backgrounds discussed above comes from the mis-identification of a jet for

a charged lepton (` = e, µ). To account for this source, we adopt a semi-empirical method

advocated by [120] for the tt̄h channel and applied in [38, 121, 122].
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Figure 12. Validation of the fake lepton simulation with heavy Majorana searches at 8 TeV in the

high and low mass regions. The W + 3j and QCD jets are colored in blue. The other subdominant

processes with up to two matched jets are colored in green. Data points are taken from [123, 124],

see text for details.

The method postulates a mis-tag rate εj→l(pT ), which is the probability of a given jet

to become mis-identified as a charged lepton that is here taken to be pT and η independent.

Additionally, the momentum of the fake lepton is softened

pT` = (1− α)pT jet, P (α) =
1

N
e

(α−µ)2

2σ2 , (C.1)

with a flavor and pT independent α obtained from a truncated normal distribution P on

the [0, 1] interval with the normalization constant N . This procedure was implemented by

augmenting the Delphes 3 [82] JetFakeParticle class for fake lepton rate estimates.

The conversion probabilities εj→l and µ and σ parameters are then determined from

the 8 TeV heavy Majorana neutrino searches in the µµ [123] and ee/eµ channels [124].

Figure 12 shows how the data is reproduced with εj→e(µ) = 5×10−4(3×10−4) and µ = 0.75,
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σ = 0.25. The eµ data as well as other pre-selection plots are also reproduced. The main

source of the background comes from W + jjj and from QCD jets in both low and high

mass regions, while the prompt V V = WZ,ZZ matched up to two jets are sub-dominant.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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